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A multi-grid-type micros佐ipgas chamber (M-MSGC) is being developed for the new spall乱tionneutron source in 
J apan. The obj ective ofthis study is to provide a new position readout electronics for two-dimensional M・MSGCwhich
can reduce the number of interconnections through a gas vessel by using a new encoding readout scheme based on 
ASICtωhnology. In order to test an ASIC based individual readout method， an ASIC chip， which has typically 16 
individual input channels， has been designed and fabricated using a ROHM 0.35μm CMOS process and the chip was 
connected to a developed encoding circuit. The main results of the performance test indicated that the企ont-end
elω甘onicswas able to encode 1500 pixels ofthe input position with 4.4% ofposition non-linearity. The results ofthis 
work confirm that the developed circuit would be appropriate for the front-end elec甘onicsof He-3 two-dimensional 
M-MSGC. 
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1. Iniroduction 

Micro S位ipGas Chamber倒SGC)was first introduced by 
Anton Oed 1) in 1988. It has several attractive characteristics 

such as mechanical stability， high gas gain， fast charge 
collection time， etc. However，ヲ MSGCwas con企ontedwith 
discharge problem 2勺 Thusseveral researches 3-4) have 

proposed ideas to overcome the di伍culty.One ofsolutions is 

a multi-grid冒 typemicros仕ipgas chamber (M-MSGC) 5¥ 
which is a new type ofMSGC that is inserted with additional 

grid electrodes between the anode and the cathode. The grid 

electrodes realize a favorable electric field and remove 

surface charges for avoiding the streamer development that 

causes a discharge problem. To develop the two-dimensional 

M-MSGCιη， floating electrodes (pads) are placed close to 
the cathode， which induce charges on the backside electrode. 
The induced signal could be used to define the position 

information depending on the thiclmess of th巴 substrateand 

the induced charge would spread over several readout strips 
on the rear surface ofthe substrate. This dispersion a能 ctsthe 

position resolution of the backside coordinate. In order to 
improve the position resolution， one approach is using 

individual readout method. However， this method requires so 
many interconnections that could a狂ectthe gas leakage 

problem. To avoid the di田culty，the encoder is needed. In our 
application， the企ont・.endelectronics is expected to be placed 

inside the chamber. Thus an Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit (ASIC) technology is preferable for its v巴rysmal1 size. 
Consequently， we decided to develop a new encoding readout 
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method based on the individual readout ASIC. 

In next section we will describe the developed chip and the 
new encoding readout circuit. The巴xperimental印刷pis 

described in section IH， followed by the performance results 
ofthe readout method in section IV 

H. Encoding circuit 

1. Individual readoutASIC cbip 

Individual readout ASIC chips have been designed and 
fabricated using a ROHM 0.35μm CMOS process with the 

aid ofthe VDEC chip fabrication service in Japan. The chip 

block diagram and layout are shown in fig阻re1 and 2， 
respectively. Test chips have 16 individual input channels， 32 
digital output pins and 16 analog outputs. Each input channel 

is connected to a preamplifier， signal shaper and a variable 

gain amplifier (VGA) followed by three回leveldiscriminator百
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Fig. 1. Block diagram ofindividual readout ASIC chip 
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Fig. 2. Layout ofindividual readout ASIC cbip 

to provide coars巴 analog-to-digitalconversion. In addition， 
the shaping time ofthe signal shaper was 50Ons. 

2. A new encoding readout circuit 
An encoding readout circuit block diagram Is given in 

figure 3. The digital output of each individual channel is 
connected to a digital-to-analog converter for re-encoding the 
signal into analog short pulses and then the signal is fed into a 
resistIve line. The charge amplifier is used for gain up the 
encoded signals. Moreover， this encoder provides two signals 
(A and B) from both ends which can be decoded by using 

charge division method (AI(A+B) provid巴san input position). 

Amp岨

Fig. 3. Block diagram ofthe encoding readout circuit 

3. Scalability in the proposed method 
In order to increase the number of input channels， the 

output of several readout modules can b巴connectedin series 
as shown in鼠g困問 4.In this case， the maximum number of 
input channels is limited by the position identification ability 
due to noise level of the developed circuit. To evaluate this 
limit we have performed a test measurement as described in 
next section. In addition， higher resistivity ofthe resistive line 
causes a longer signal collection time. This wil1 pose another 
restriction in the scalability， So that low resistive line 
resistivity is required. 
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Fig. 4. Scalable input channel 
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Fig. 5. Experiment setup 

IY. Results and Discussions 

1. Posi姐00ideo姐ficanon
According to the experim巴nt，t巴stpulse signal was 

connected to the input channel and using the charge division 
method to decode each input position. The decoded positions 
were illustrated in畳g睦re6. As in the figureラ 16peaks were 
observed and each peak corresponded to the input channels. 
This inferred that the developed readout method was 
successfully to resolve the entire individual input positions. 
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Moreover， FWHM (Ful1 Width at HalfMaximum) of decoded 

position and distance between neighboring peaks w巴refound 

to be 2-4 and 240-260 channel numbers， respectively. The 
ratio of average FWHM to average distance between 

neighboring peaks stood at 1.05:100. Thus， the maximum 
number ofinput positions that our system could resolve is 

16×214500Pimls. 
1.05 
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Fig. 6. Position identification 

2. Position linearity 

Position linearity of the readout method was shown in 

宣gure7. The integral norトlinearity(INL) was 4.4%INL. The 

source ofthe INL may be due to the error of resistive line. 
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Fig. 7. Position linearity 
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V. Conclusions 

The new encoding readout method has been developed for 

the M-MSGC企ont-endelectronics. The individual readout 

ASIC chips have been design巴dand fabricated using a 

ROHM 0.35μm CMOS process. The test chips have 16 

individual input channels. The performance test results 

showed that the readout method was able to resolve the entire 

individual input position. The maximum number of input 

channels was estimated to be about 1500 channels wh巴nwe 

used a cascade connection ofmultiple modules. The position 

linearity ofthe readout method was 4.4% (町L).The resuIts 

confirm that the developed circuits have been ready for use as 

the企ont-endelectronics ofM開 MSGC.
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